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1. PREAMBI-E

\A/hen Niels Bohr proposed his quantum model of one-

electron atoms, in 1913, he did not only give a successful explana-

tion for a class of spectroscopic data, but also made certain ex-

perimental predictions that were soon confirmed. In Vienna, his

Hungarian friend Georg von Hevesy informed Albert Einstein of
these results, and the latter's reaction is registered, in slightly eccen-

tric English, in a letter of Flevesy's to Bohr:

[...] \4rtren he heard this he was extremely astonished and told
me: "Then the frequency of the light does not depend at all on
the freqtrency of the electron" [...] And this is an enortnous

acl¿ianement. The theory of Bohr must then be wright [...] (Me-
hra & Rechenberg (1982), p. 201).

1 Present address: Insútuto de Física, Universidade Federal da Bahia,
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Did he consider Bohr's theory to be tru,e? Certainly not as a
full-fledged theory (once he got acquainted with its contradictory
foundations), but in the restricted domain of one-electron atoms
it seemed "right", it saved the appearances.

\¡\4rat most str-uck Einstein was the statement inside the qu<_r-

tation marks, lvhich arnounts to a falsification of a hypothesis
adopted in the wake of Lorenrz's rheory (1892) of the electron. Is
tlre statemen| trueì Appar-ently, yes: any fu[ure theory rvould have
to incorporate this discovery.

So rvhat about the truth of Bohr's atomic theory? The the-
ory contained true theoretical statements (such as the one inside
quotalion marks) and generated some trre observational statemenls
(predictions concer-ning úre spectrrrn of the helium ion). But it
failed outside the domain of one-electt-on atorns. It is clearly not a

true theory in totum, although one could say that it is partially û-Lre or
approximately tlale. A¡rd even nowadays it may be usecl to obtain ac-

cura[e predictions in its restricted domain, while some of its concepts
(such as the discrete orbits) are extrapolated to other domains as a
"semi-classical appr-oximaLion".

2. OVERVIEW OF THE BOOK

What is the place in science of partially true [heories, such
as Bohr's? The renowned Brazilian logician Newton da Costa, in
lris latest book Scier¿¿ific Knowledge (published in Porruguese), ar-
gues that such theoties will alwap be partially trre and therefore p<>

tentially useful. His cent¡al thesis is that science is a set of inten elatecl
and sornetimes inconsistent cognitive sptems lhat strives not for
tr-uth, in the sense of the correspondence theory of truth (which the
author nonetheless endorses) , but for tn-rth in the pragma[ic sense,
one which only "saves the phenomena". The core of his approach is a
logically precise definition of such partial tmth, which we will exaln-
ine and atlelnpt" to criticize.

@ Matzustrilo,1999. )oil( I), pp. 197-239, April.
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The book is composed of five chapters, which are divided
into several untitled sections. This first edition published by Dis-

curso Editorial (based at the Department of Philosophy at the
University of São Paulo) has not been very well prepared, contain-
ing many typographical errors, lacking a decent table of contents
and offering no index whatsoever. A second revised edition has

just been relesead, and a Spanish edition is currently being pre-
pared in Mexico, at UNAM.

The reviewer's aim is to convey to the reader a summary of
the most interesting theses put forth by this highly crealive and origi-
nal thinker, drawing a picture of his philosophical worldview. I will
also do my best to criticize the book's shortcomings, in an attempt to
generate a debate that will strengthen one of the few original tradi-

tions in Brazilian philosophy of science.z

The reviewer would also like to stress that he is approaching
the book from the specific perspective allowed by his academic back-

2 The history of Brazilian philosophy of science may be characterized
as a set of srudies (disconnected from each other) of the theories of sci-
ence developed in Europe and North America. There is practically no
tradirion in the field, in conüast to the situation in the natural sciences,
and even in the field of logic. In the 1980's, a promising program, which
included the history and philosophy of science, was established at the
State University of Campinas (UNIC"{MP), only to be thwarted by the
older philosophical tradition of doing research almosl exclusively in his-
tory of philosophy, Presendy there are a few centers which are growing
slowly, some of which stimulated by the experience in Campinas. Besides
the University of São Paulo (USP), where da Costa works, we might men-
tion the groups at the Federal Universities in Brasília (UnB), Florianópo-
lis (UFSC), Porto Alegre (UFRGS), and Rio deJaneiro (UF\D. Da Costa
is basically a logician, bul he has surrounded himself with an excellent
group of young researchers (most of whom have contributed to the book
being reviewed) at the Philosophy Department of the University of Sáo
Paulo (USP), and seems þ have established a durable indigenous tradi-
tion in the philosophy of science and mathematics.

@ Manusrrilo,1999. )oil( 1), pp. 197-239,April.
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ground.3 Many of the other potential reviewels, with a better knor'vl-

eclge of logic, foundations of mathematics, and the stmctural theory

of partial Ln-rth, turned out to be contributens to da Costa's treatise, iu

the form of short appendices distributed throughout the volutne.a

I The reviewer has studied the conceps and history of quantum phys-

ics. The per:spective adopted in this review may be characterized as "ttatu-

lalistic", accepting the results of science as relevant for- philosophical in-
vestigation. Concerning the metatheoúes of scienrifìc development, the
r-eviewer tends to distrusrexcessive use of logic. He believes that the boC-

tleneck cletening progress in the field is che lack of an adequate systena-

tization of the great amount of histolical information against which the

different netatheoretical descrìptions may be tested. This problem can

only be ovel'colre with the aicl of computers.
o I lvill nolv briefly descúbe some of these short ardcles, giving some

information about da Costa's collabotators. The Preface of the book is
written by Jean-Yves Béziau, a Ft-ench logician working at the Narional
Laborarory for Scientific Computation (LNCC) in Petrópolis. He also

contr-ibutes appendices on universal logic ancl valuation theory' Stephen
French, the well-known philosopher of science fi-om the University of
Leecls, cliscusses lvhat it means to be rational within the contex[ of the
theory of partial tnrth. His doctoral str¡dent, Orávio Bueno, nolv at Câ.li-

fornia State Universiry, Fr-esno, ¡trites three nice pieces on the history of

about multicleductive logics. From the state of Parzná, rvhere da CosLe

starced his career, Décio I(r-ause (Fecleral University of Paraná, in Cu-

ritiba) summarizes his own pioneer-ing work on the theory of quasi-sets

zrnd its applications for descrjbing quan[Lrm non-individuality. The
mathematical physicist Fr-ancisco Antônio Dória (Federal University of
Rio deJaneiro), rvho for:rns with cla Costa the Lennon & McCartr-rey cluer

of lìzzilian logic of physics, describes the history of their successful pro-
gr-am for a-tomatizing parts of the empirical sciences, which include phys
ics ancl the social sciences, and the uncleciclability resulls obtainecl. The
uncleciclability involved in the aftempt to unite Lotl.a's dynamics rvith the
mathematical theory of economical equilibrium of Arrow & Debrell is

fruther developed in an appendix by the economist Marcelo Tsuji, which
follows another appendix on the axiomatization of econotnic science

@ À'[anuscrito,1999 )o<II( l), pp. 197-239, April.
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This limitation of the reviewer, I hope, will be compensated by a

more picturesque and easier to understand (for those who don't
manipulate symbols in their daily work) description of the logical

theory of partial truth.

Table 1 : Main toþics o/O Conhecimento Cien tífi co l:2 Natlon da Costa'

written by Roque Caiero, both ftom the Universiry of São Paulo (USP).

Finally, Nelson Papavero, a zoologist retired from USP and now at the
National Au[onomous University of Mexico (UNAM), summarizes the
field of axiomatization of the theories of comparative biology, At the end
of the book, there is a nice interviewwith da Costa, conducted by Caetano
Plastino, from the Philosophy Department at USP.

Clt,aþter I: Science and Knoulzdge

Sec. 1, 9,15-16. Introduclion to knowledge and rationality in science.

Sec. 2-8, 17, noles I-III: Survey of the standard definition of knowledge.
Sec. lG14: Discussion of the classification of the areas of knorvledge.
Sec. 18-26: Overview of five traditiona-l problems in the theory of kr-rowledge.

Sec. 27-29: Logical underpinnings of scientific theories.

Cltaþter II: Tlte Fonnal Sciences

Sec. 1-5: Evolution of malhematics and discussion of its foundations.
Sec. 6-10: Suwey of the field of logic.
Sec. 11-14: Gener¿l theses concerning the relation betv¡een logic and madrs.

Chaþtn III: Trutlt

Sec. 1-2, B, 14:'fhree traditional conceptious of tnrth.
Sec.3-7: Introduction to Tarski's lheory of truth'
Sec. 9-12: Theory of partial truth.
Set. 13,15: Additional issues of the rheory of pragmatic truth

Clmptn IV: Tlte Emþirical Sciences

Sec. l-4: Scientific pluralism and the use of incompatible theories
Sec. 5-6: The Semantical approach and theory of partial truth.
Sec.7-12: Pragmatic acceptance of theories uiainductive logic.

Chaþter V: Scientif.c Rationality

Sec. 1-2: Overview of rationality in science and scientific pluralism.
Set. 3-7: Methodology of science: further discussions.
Sec.8-11: The reladons between and

@ Manusoito,1999. )oil( l), pp. 197-239, April.
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Da Costa's book might be profìtably read by starting from
the topic that most interests the reader. One inter-esting rou[e
would be to start with Chapter II, then proceding to III, fV, I, V.
To guide the reader, a blief sunìnìaty of the topics covered in thc
book is presented in Table 1.

A summary of the topics covered in this revie.w is given be-
low, inviting the reader once again to start reading fi-om the point
that rrrost at[r'acts him:

$3. Gennal Theses about Knowledge. Some of da Costa's gen-
eral views on knowledge in the empirical and forrnal sciences.

$4. Sotne Rentarhs on the Fonnal Sciences. The evolution of
mathematics and its foundations; survey of clifferent logical sys-

tems.

$5. Truth. Threc traditional conceptior-rs of truth; introduc-
tion to Tarski's definition of truth (refer to Fig. 1).

$6. Pragnatism and Pnrtial Truth. Brief examination of
pragmatism; the intuitive idea of partial truth; cla Costa's anti-
realism.

$7. The Se'¡nantical Aþþroach to Theories. Semantical approach
to the axiomatization of scientilic theories (refer to Fig. 2).

$8. The Logtc oJ Parti.al Truth. Da Costa et a/.'s theory of par-
tial (or pragmat"ic) truth (refer to Fig.3); discussion of the rele-
vance of the theory.

59. Scientific Deuelopment Approximate truth: cumulative
view of scientific developrnent; critique of Popperian methodol-
ogy; criterion of clemarcation; the Duhem thesis.

$I0. Theory of Knouledge and the Principles of Sciznce. The defi-
nition of knowledge as justified [rue belief; five traditional prob-
lems in the theory of knowledge; general principles clefining the
aims of science; three metaphysical postulates.

@ ùIanwaril.r¡ 1999 )oil( 1), pp. 197-239,Aplil.



SCIENTIFIC KNOV,\,EDGE (NEWTON DACOSTA) 203

$11. Pragmøtic Prob abi,li,ty. Extended inductivism ; qualitative,

comparative, and metric probabilities as measures of degree of
rational belief.

$\2. Incomþatibilities in the Emþirical Sciences. Scientific plural-
ism and inconsistencies within and between theories.

$73. Logic and Physics. Gödel's incompleteness theorem ap-

plied to chaos theor/i the Sitnikov-Alekseev theorem; quasi-sets

and quantum indistinguishability; criticism of the argument that
the unique underlying logic of quantum physics is non-

distributive.

3. GENERAL THESES ABOUT KNOWLEDGE

We will start by highlighting some general theses concern-

ing knowledge in the empirical and formal sciences, presented by

da Costa in his first two chapters, which mark his overall prag-

matic approach to knowledge.
(I) Knowledge. Da Costa starts out by accepting the standard

defìnition of knowledge as 'Justifi.ed true belief': someone knows a

proposition þ ff and only if he beli.eaes that þ, þ is tnte, and the be-

lief in þ is justified. In the formal sciences, knowledge involves

truth as correspondence andjusti-fication as intuitive evidence (p.

95). In the empirical sciences, da Costa concludes that knowledge

is "belief that is pragmatically trre and justified with high prag-

matic probability".
(2) :lruth. The basic definition of truth adopted by the au-

thor is given by Tarski's correspondence theory, Da Costa's pro-
posal for a theory of "partial truth" (which in the book is syno-

mymous with "pragmatic truth"s and "quasi-truth") attacks the

5 In spite of using the term "pragmatic truth" throughout the book, in
conversation da Costa has said that he tends not to use the lerm in order
to avoid confusion with the pragmatism of Peirce andJames. For him, it is

@ Manuscrito,1999. )oil( 1), pp. 197-239, April.
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problem of incomplete knowle dge within the framework of such a

correspondence theory. However, in line with his pluralistic at.ti-

tude, he allows that other definitions of truth, especially the co-

herence theory, may be adopted in science and mathematics'

(3) Rationality. Four dimensions characterize rationaliry in

science (pp. 35-7): the existence of concepts (which the author

cloes no[ define explicitly), of deduction (usually according to

classical logic), of non-deductive inferences (comprising induc-

tion, analogy, statistical inference, and the hlpotl-retico-dectuctive

method) , and of a critical attitucle.

(4) Intuition Ihowledge is basically rational, bu[ there is a

fundamental place for intuition. In a ma[hematical proof, for-

example , passing from one step of proof to the next ir-lvolves in-

tuitive knorvledge (p. 47). In the empirical sciences, da Costa is

not clear about rvhether intuition has a place only in ilre context

of discovery.
(5) Scientific þluralism' There is nothing preventing science

from being constituted by different, appropriately intercon-

nected, cognitive or conceptual systems (pp. 29'91)' The inspira-

tion for this quasi-Feyerabendian thesis comes from lhe situation

in logic, where (at the metatheoretical level) classical logic coor-

dinates the investigation of the most diverse systems of logic. In

this r-espect, da Costa's motto could be: "Anything goes, as long as

rationality is maintained".
(6) Unctnt¡ing togtc. Any cognitivc system contains an unrler-

lying logic, rvhicl-r furnishes the rules of deduction and inference

within the cognitive system (pp. 13,91). Such alogic maybe cliÊ

ferent frorn classical logic. Logic precedes mathematics in the

an open problem of exegesis to compare his approach with that of the

Arnerican pragm atis ts.

@ Ì\[nnttscrilo,1999 )Oil( 1), pp. 197-239, APril
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sense tlìat mathematics requires proof, and the basis of proof is
logic.

(7) Intuitionisti,c metamathetnatics. A.ny abstract conceptual

system, a mathematical theory, has a formal linguistic dimension

and a uretalinguistic dimensiou, lvhich is inforrnal and intuitive.

As such, lhe most applopriate foundation for metarnatheuratics is

intuitionistic logic rather than classical logic (p, 96, but compare

p. 140) . This conclusion might also be extended to the natural

sciences (p. 203).
(8) Cumulatiue conceþtion of science. Science is essendally cu-

mulative, even during scientific revolutions, and diverse para-

digms are in principle commensurable. Da Costa's theory of par-

tial truth will support the [hesis that the development of science is

cumulative in a direct way.

4. SOME REMARKS ON THE FORMAL SCIENCES

Chapter I, entitled "Science and Knowledge", is an uneven

introductory chapter, raising some important issues about knowl-

edge in the empirical sciences, but not flowing in a pleasant way

for the reader. The author presents a survey of the theory of
knowledge which is schematic and not vely original (see $10)'
The main interest of this chapter for future generations, apart

from some seminal icleas concerning epistemic logic and the

pr-inciples of science, is probably what it reveals about da Costa's

world view.

In contrast to the Llneven beginning, Chapter II, "The For-

mal Sciences", is a masterpiece of popularization of mathematics

and logic. In thirty pages, which can be read independently of the

previous chapter, da Costa presents two centuries of the most

impor-tant achievemens in the foundations of mathematics ancl

@ lVlnnusn'ilo,1999 )om( 1), pp. 197-239, April.
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logic. wlrat is especially nice abou[ this historical suwey is that the

author- combines great ability for sulnmarizing ancl systernatizing

the important aclvances rvith a deep knowledge of many details,

which he offers in a casual style to the reader'

The first fìr,e sections cover the evolution of mathematics

ancl the discussion of its foundations. Some of the most intet'esting

assertions, for someo¡e igno¡ant of the field, such as the reviewer,

are:

(a) Correct mathematical statertents are conditonal, no[

categorical: the lruth of a sta[ement ("the sutn of the angles of a

triangle are equal to hvo right angles") depends on the mathe-

matical theory being considered (for example, hyperbolic georne-

ttY)'
(b) Non-Can,torian mathemafics, basecl on se[ theor-ies in

which the axiorn of choice or- the continuum hypothesis are ltol

valid, have been ernployed in physics' Oue rnay speculate that one

such mathematical theory might turn out to be advantageous in

certain areas of mathematical physics.

(c) Category theory can only be founded in set theory if the

existence of additional sets is postulated, and can only be encom-

passed within Lhe concept of "structure" (proposed by Bourbaki,

the pseudonyrn of the famous gloup of French mathematicians) if
their modihcations are introducecl.

(d) Foundational þIurali.sm. There is no unique and deFrnite

foundation for- mathematics: one may employ set theory, category

dìeory, or even the theory of types.

The author then presents a survey the fìeld of logic, under-

stood both as part of pure mathematics and as an applied disci-

pline, tl-re theory of valid inference. Classical logic has been ex-

tencled in different directions, forming complementary logics

@ Manusctito,l'999 >oil( 1), pp. 197-239, April.
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such as modal, temporal, deontic, and infinitary logics. Da Costa,

however, focuses especially on stricdy non<lassical or heterodox lo
gics (those that deny some of the basic axioms of classical logic) ,

which he divicles into four main gr-oups:

(i) Paraconsisten.t logics allow inconsistencies ("4" and "not-

A" might both be true sentences) without resttlting in a trivial

theory (in which every sentence is deducible)' Their semalltics

violates the A¡'istotelian law of contradiction.

(ä) ParacomþIetelogics exclude, in their semantics, the law of

tlre excluded middle. They encompass multivaluecl logics, fuzzy

logic, and intuitionist systems such as the Brouwer-Heyting logic.

(äi) Non-alethiclogics are both paraconsistent and Paracorn-
plete.

(ia) Non-reflexiuø logics violate some form of the law of iden-

t-ity, such as Vx (x = x).

As is well known, da Costa's first important work rvas his

pioneering 1963 article furnishing a system of paraconsistent

logic (for a historical overview of the development of the field, see

cl'Ottaviano, (1990)), and since dren he has published extensively

on the subject. Yet, he cloes not delve into paraconsistent logic in

the present book, and in these sections on strictly non-classical

logics he gives mor-e ernphasis to intuitionistic logic and to a sys-

tem of non-reflexive logic that is applicable to indistinguishable

particles in physics (we will comment on this systern in $ 13).

5. TRUTH

While Chapter II skims gracefully over the surface of the

formal sciences, Chapter III dives deeply into the intricacies of
the author's theory of partial trudr.

@ Manuscrito,1999. )Oil( 1), pp. 197-239,April
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The chapter starts out with an introduction to the

correspondence theory of truth ancl to Tarski's theory of truth.
The discussion is authoritative, clear-. r'ich, and interesting, al-

though it is not the rnost clidactical introduction to the subject
one may find il lhe litera[ure, mainly because of its brevity.'ì The
reviewer, for example, was quite at lost until he read througl'r
Haack ((1978), ch. 7) and Kirkham (1992), while Tarski (1944) is

also quite readable.

I)a Costa starls ollt by defending that the aim of science is

to attain tlre trnth, ancl rnentions the threc traditional conceþtions

of truth: correspondencc, plagmatist, ancl coherence. The first
conception states that thc truth of a proposition is given by its
"corlespondence" to the facts. The coherence conception (sec-

tion 14) claims lhat truth is a relatior-r of coherence between a

statement and a system of beliefs (nol, a relation between a state-

ment and the facts). The pragmatist theory (section 8), putting it
loughly, stresses that the truth of an assertion depends on the

practical conseqlrences of the acceptance of the asserLion.

In spite of the existence of these three grand schools (and

many later olfsprings), the emphasis given by the author to the

classical (Aristotelian) correspondence conception suggests tlìat
this conception is somehorv privileged. Da Costa is not explicit

ri Da Cosla is well known for giving exciting addresses to gcneral audi-
ences, attracting excellent sludents to his r^anks, ancl for conclucting su-

perb seminars for aclvanced studenn in logic, ancl being a very good thesis
¿rdvisor. However, he is not the best teacher for introcluctory courses in
logic, since he lacks the patience of going through all the tliviai details
lvith the stuclents. The book being reviewed reflecs this profìle. At limes
it is very stimulating fol the lay reader, but then, sucldenly, he prcsents
several pages with the cletails of a logical system which the average reacler
cannot follow, unless he knows his logic well. At times he refers to physical
concepts that a logician ignores, and then to logical concepfs that a scien-
úst ignores. In spite of its diclactical deficiencies, da Costa's book is a veri-
table golclmine of fiuitlul ideas.

@ i\4aru¿stik¡,1999 )ÕilI( 1), pp. 197-239, April
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abolrt exactly why this is so, but we may drarv on a distinction first
made by Russell (1908) betweeu "definitious" of tr-uth and "crite-

ria" of tr-trth: rvhile tlne definitiorz, gives the ncauing of "truth", a

criteri.on fulnishes a test to decide whethel a sentence is truc or
false (Haack, (1978),p. BB). The r-eviervel could only put some

order to his ideas after he adopted Russell's position that corre-

sponcler-rce gives the definition of trulh, rvhile coherence and

pragmatisrn furn ish criteria.
Da Costa might subscribe "to fitst approximatiori" (as he

likes to say) to this latter view, but he is explicit about the impos-

sibility of clefining truth, in a stricl- sense, simply because the defi-

nition itself rvould have to be "true" in the firstplace! The notion

of tluth (or falsity) involved in eveu the most simple descriptive

statements is ultirnately based on intuition (recall $3.4 above),

which is the starting point for- any rational elabotation' Further-

more, the author points out the difficulties in char-acterizing the

nature of the correspondence betweelt sen[ences (or beliefs) ancl

reality.
These difficulties wer-e partially overcome by Talski's formal

definition of truth, where the term "definition" should be taken

in a loose sense, as a stipulation of the extension of the concept of
trutl-r. Da Costa discusses Tarski's faurous "T-schema", an acle-

quacy condition to be satisfied by any satisfactory theory of truth
as correspondence: "S " is true in a language J if and only if S.

For example: "A neue é branca" is true in the Portuguese lan-

guage if and only if snow is white. Truth is a metamathemal,ical

propelty of sentences in a given language J (sec Fig. 1). One

might mention that Tarski's definition is based entirely ou the

semantic notion of "satisfactiott" of open sentences, and that it
proceeds recursively. For simple closed sentences, the T-schema

rnight furnish an adequate definition of tt'uth as corrcspondence,

but Tarski's problem was to generalize this dehnition to scn[ences

@ Manuscrilo,1999 )oilI( 1), pp. 197-239,April.
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METALANGUAGE
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involving univelsal and existential quantifiers. Da Costa does not
examine Tarski's original definition of truth, but does present a

variation of it, discussing the irnportance of such definitions in
logic ancl also Tarski's undefinability theorem.

The concept of truth provides furilrer exarnples of founda-
tional pluralisrn (54 d): there are nurrerous alternative theolies of
truth by correspondence, depending on the system of logic being

usect (certain multivalued logics don't satis$' dre T-schema, for
instance) and also on the set theory assumed in the metalan-

guageT, while many systems allorv selÊreferential sentences. Da

Costa (p. 126) argues once again from this pluralism in the foun-
clations of logic and mathernatics to a defense of scientific plur-al-

isrn ($ 3.5).

6. PRAGMATISM AND PARTIAL TRUTH

Da Cos[a introduces the theory of partial truth (sections B-

12 of Chapter III) by examining briefly the pragmatic conceptions
of truth of C.S. Peirce, William James and H. Vaihinger. Let us

take Peirce's famous pragmatic maxim:

Consider whal effects, which might conceivably have practical
bearings, we conceive the object of our conception to have,
Then, our conception of tl-rese effec[s is the rvhole of oLrr con-
ception ofthe object. (Peirce [1878] 1966, p, 12a.)

Da Costa and his collaboratols, in their filst article on the

subject, interpreted this conception in the following way:

Peirce's dictum may obviously be interpreted as implying that
the trutl-r (i.e. the praematic truth) of an assertion depends on

7 The scheme in Fig. I (and consequently in thc othcr figures) is

based on a specific choice of set theory, as da Costa likes to emphasize,
and assumes classical semanLics.
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the practical effects of it, supposing that lhey are accepted as

[rlre in the ordinary seuse of the rvord "trrrth".

[...] a statement - it-l general a lheoretical one - is pragmati-
cally true only rvhen the basic stalements it implies are true in
the sense of the correspondence cottception of tmth. (Miken-
ber-g, da Costa & Chuaqui, (1986) , p. 202.)

In the book being reviewed, cla Costa adds

A sentence S is pragmaticâlly true, or qltasi-true, ir-r a domain
of knorvledge D, if, rvithin certain limits, S saves [he aPPear-

ance in D or, in D, everything takes place as if it were trLre ac-

cording to the correspondence theory (da Costa (1997), p.

128-9).

The intuitive idea is clear. Any theoretical scheme - which

inclucles a specifìcation of the domain of application - that gen-

erates verified observational statemens (taken to be true by corre-

spondence) is defined as pragmatically true. Such a theory may

also be true by correspondence, in the sense that all of its obsewa-

tional statements are trLle by correspondence.

For da Costa, it is meaningless to claim that non-

observational ilreoretical statements ar-e true by correspondence.

This placcs his variety of logical pragmatisms quite close to logical

positivism, and distant frorn scientif,tc realism:

* Da Cosçr seems to prefer the Lercn critical þragtnatism, in order to dis-

ringrrish his position fro It is an inter-
esting historical note th in São Paulo
in 7942, attracted to the first Brazilian
book on mathematical logic, written by Vicente Fetreira da Silva. This
sabbatical terrn resulted in a book, O Smtido da' Noua Lógica (I9M), which
strongly influenced the young Newton da Costa, together with Russell,

Popper, Enriques, ancl Carnap. Da Costa's first interest, however, was not
logic. Fed by his uncle Milton Carrreiro (professor of philosophy at the
Federal University of Paraná) with Descartes, Dur-kheim, and Kant, the
ftindamental question for the l5-year-olcl Ner.rton (born in 1929) rvas:

"\44rat is knowledge?".
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Indeed, theore[ical constructions, for example in the domain
of physics, include notions such as probability wave, quark, aucl

phase space, which seem diffìcult to accept as effectively corre-
sponding to features of leality. They resemble more the cale-
gories that we create to snbdue experience. (da Costa i997, p.

il4),

As an example of a false theory (in thc sense of colrespon-

dence) rvhich is pragmatically true, the author mentiolls the phys-

ics of deterministic chaos (plus is domain of application), which

is based on classical mechanics (known to be false in a larger do-

rnain), but which attlacts a grea[ number of researchers ancl has

many succesful applications.

Da Costa's position is that the conception of truth inherent in
the empirìcal sciences is such pragmatic tr-uth. As such, this is not a

controversial thesis, and may be accepted by both realists and instrrr-

mentalists. \Arhat is unacceptable to realists is his denial that theoreti-

cal terms may be tr-ue by correspondence, but it seems quite feasible

to elaborate a realist version of da Costa's logical pragmatism.

Accepting the relevance of pragmatic truth, in the sense presented

above, what has now to be investigated is whethel the logical descrip

tion of partial lrrth presented by da Costa is acceptable or not.

7. THE SEMANTICAL APPROACH TO THEORIES

Instead of repeating the logically precise characterization

given in Mikenberg et al. (7986), da Costa & French (1990), or da

Costa (1997), which the interested reader may easily consult, the

reviewer will try to explain the main features of the logical de-

scription of partial truth in a sketchy, intuitive fashion, based on

Figs. 2 and 3.
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First of all, let us characterize the semantical approach to
the axiomatization of scientific theories (Fig. 2), based on da

Costa's description in Chapter IV, sections 5-6 (see also da Costa

& French (1990), pp. 249-51), What is a scientific theorT?

Roughly, it is a set of postulates, clescribing fttuclamental ernpiri-
cal discoveries, which can be combined rvith further ernpirical
data so that new predictions can be deduced. It is very natural to
represent tl'ris by rneans of a logical sysLem ¡1, of the tlpe we illus-

trated in Fig. 1. The difference Ìtow is that oul logical lar-rguage must

refer [o reality.

The most simple way of couceiving this r-elation is interpret-

ing the logical system directly by means of a "concrete interpreta-

tion" ( , which constilutes the "syntactical approach" to the

axiomatization of scientific theories. Obsewable phenomena such

as lhe color of an atomic emission rvould correspond to observ-

able terms in the theory, and the relatiotl belween observable

entities rvould correspond to empirical laws. Such correspon-

dence rules (wìrich can be identified with () might be limitecl to

observational terms and laws (logical positivisrn) or may also in-

volve theoretical terms and laws, which would refer to real but trot

directly obseled enlities and processes (scientific realism).

One problem with the syntactical approach is that the same

scientific theory might be formulatecl using clifferent axioms.

These different folmulations of the same theoty, however, con-

serve the same set of models; this suggests that a scientific theory

should be identified with the set of moclels of a logical system'

This "semantical approach" has the additional advantage of being

able to incorporate mathematical stnrctures in a natural rvay,

since such structures are usually built flom set theory. Fig. 2 illus-

trates the set of models { of an appropriate mathematical theoty,

for instance an infinite dimension complex vector space, which

da Costa calls "species of structures", following Bour-baki. In the
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illustration, such a species of structures is also the class of models

of the logical system .9. Itt simple cases, the colrespondence .$
between S and the appropriate domain A of reality is an isomor-

phism, but da Costa argues that in general such a relatiott is much

more complicated (p. 165). Finally, one must include rules of
correspondence Q between t anct A, which include techniques of
preparation and measurement, auxilliary theories, ètc.

It is worth noting that da Costa does not reject the syntacti-

cal approach, considering -uhese two approaches to the axiomati-

zation of science as different perspectives on the problem, not
entirely equivalent but both of interest (pp. 164, 166),

8. THE LOGIC OF PARTIAL TRUTH

Let us turn now to the logic of partial truth (Fig. 3). Con-

sider a theory /¡, which applies to a celtain domain of reality A.

Each object of this domain is represented by elements a, of a set

À,. (Da Costa takes these objects to be directly observable phe-

nomena, such as spectral lines and tracks in a cloud chamber, and

not indirectly obsenrable entities such as hydrogen atorns.) The

elements a, saüsfy certain properties, relations and operations,

some of which are experimentally well confirmed and some of
which ale not so firmly established. The well cottfirmed obser-¿a-

tions and laws are'expressed by a set P of true "primary" proposi-

trons.

Another set ,I/ consists of propositions that are not directly

confirmed, but from which one may deduce true statements from
the set P, besides other unconfirmed conclusions. This set -Il of
hypothetical statements is the author's focus of attention. They

rnight be true or they might be false, in the sense of Tarski's cor-

respondence theory of truilr, but as far as theory /Lr is concerned,

all that matters is that they "save the appearances", i.e. their ob-
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servational consequences are trtre. One day, however, their trrrth-

value rnight be revealed; this might happen when more is known

about the domain of realiry À. This supposes that Â is not known

in a complete way by the present day theory V'In set theoretical

terms, this "incompleteness" is expressed by certain properties,

relations or operations not having a definite value. Restricting

ourselves to relations, this amounts to structures known as þartial
relations, which have definite truth-values for certain subsets of
elements of ,41, but which are undefined for other subsets' In Fig'

3, for the sake of illustratiolf , we represent binarT relations $xy
which are symmetric, i.e, 4 ,y = rR, yx' In the figure, one can see

that in the partial struc[ure (or "simple pragmatic stn.rcture") o4,
certain relations are neither true nor false, but are simply unde-

fined, such as Rt ot ou.

One basic idea of da Costa and his collaborators is to con-

nect the tentative character of the hlpothetical propositions of ,FI

to the "incompleteness" of the theory /o, expressed by undefined

relations. Once the truth-values of these relations are known, [he

trud'r-value of each 0n e H will be known' But as /u stancls, the

statements in ,F/ fulfrll an important heuristic role, generating

useful consequences: they are þragmaticalll or þartially true' This,

however, depends on the possibility of extending the theory rvith-

out conflicting with the set of true statements P' Given a certain

statement @, from H, lf it is possible to generate a total structure

.f; , simply by attributing a truth-value to all undefined relations

in Ã (in this case ¡f; is called "¿A-normal"), in a way that cloes

not contradict @o and the statements of set P, then @o is said to be

"pragmatically true". Otherwise, it is pragmatically false.

The author does not consider explicitly the situation in

which there are more than one pragmatically tme sentences' Con-

sidering a set of two of them, @r and Qr, tlte total stmctures associ-

ated to @, might all be different from those associated to @r. In
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In other words; there would be no total structure associated to the

conjunction ù ^ þz.Still, ø and @2 might lead to correct predic-

tions, so they should be considered pragmatically true. What cloes

da Costa's logical theory of partial truth say about this?

Da Costa cornpletes his formal exposition of pragmatic

truth by considering the extension of the language J of a partial
str-Lrcture ¿4 to a modal language, since the ¿4-normal structules

can be interpreted as "possible worlds". Pragmatic truth can then

be identified with the modal operator of possibility. This leads to

the definition of a "pragmatic theory", which can accommodate

contradictory theorems without. becoming trivial, placing it in the

class of paraconsistent logics (p. 138). This, in tum, reflects the fact

that two contradictory propositions may both be pragmatically trre
within the same scientific theory (we will renrrn to this issue in $12).

In Chapter fV, section 6, da Costa explains how the logical

theory of partial tr-uth fits in with the structural (semantical) ap-

proach to axiomatizalion. The 6fl-normal structures are to be

identifred with the models of t of dre structural approach. The

pragmatic definition of scientific theories would therefore involve

the triple (L, A, B ), although here da Costa seems to have for-
gotten the rules of correspondence f, which are so important in
establishing a scientific theory, and which is probably the aspect

of axiomatization in nee d of the greatest clarification.
Sections l3-15 of Chapter III discuss some additional issues

of the theory of pragmatic tn¡th, and some of the highlights are

the following:
(a) Philosoþhical neutralif¡r. Da Costa claims that his theory of

partial trrth is "philosophically neutral", just as Tarski claimed of
his theory of truth. This is probably an exaggeration, bu[ as far as the

realist versus positivist debate is concemed, it seems correct to say that

both sides may profitably use the theory of da Costa and his collabo
rators, in spite of the author's anti-realism (recall $6).
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(b) Metalinguistic partiøI truth. Da Costa considers uninter-

esting the fact that the theory of partial truth should itself be con-

sidered partially trre. From the naturalistic perspective of the

reviewer, however, concerned as he is with a "scientific" account

of scientific development, such selÊreference would be desirable.

(c) Coherence theory of tnr.th. Such a characterization of truth,
summarized in section 14, amounts to the syntactical versiou of
the theory of partiaÌ truth.

(d) Parxial truths in rnathemati,cs. Da Costa divides mathemat-

ics into two dimensions. The "external", syntactical dimension,

which uses a combinatorial language to constr-uct new results,

aspires to truth by correspondence. The "internal", sernantical

dimension, however, involving models and interpretations, may

also make use of pragmatic and coherence conceptions of truths.

9. SCIENTIFIC DEVELOPMENT

Two modes of scientific development are suggested by da

Costa, in Chapter III. The first one, mentioned in $8, involves

improved empirical knowledge of a certain domain A. Notice that

the actual development of a scientific field may lead to a total

pafüal structure that is not pZl-normal, i.e. for which a certain

proposition @o is false. Still, @o will be considered approximately

trrre witlrin the previous theory 7u since there exists a possible

oZl-normal extension of it.
The second mode of scientific development involves an

enlargement of the domai,n of apþlication of the lheory (see also p,

208). If a new theory 7.t is able to describe adequately this

enlarged domain, while the original theory /o is incapable of
doing this, then the latter should be rejected. Still, izo will be aþ-

þroximatell t:rue in the restricted domain À (for some further de-

tails, see Mikenberg et ø1. (1986), p. 205), and the author will in-
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voke a "principle of correspondeuce" (p' 159) to describe the fact

tlrat, in the lirnit of Â (for example, at low velocities) ,7 (relativ-

istic mechanics) approximates fr (classical mechanics).

Da Costa (p. la1) introduces the notion of a sentence d't

being closer to [he tr-uth than another crr' The criteria, however, is

syntactical and is close to the proposal made by Popper ((1963), S

10.3). The idea is to compare the number of true consequences

in P obtained by adding crr to the theory with the number ot>

tained by aclding c¿0. The one which leads lo a greater number of

true statements is to be considered closer to the truth. This fol
mulatio¡ is attractive, but it has some serious problems' Fi¡st of

all, assurning that cr{,, has a greater "truth content relative to P "

than ct, (i.e. implies a greater number of true statements in P ), it
might happen that û,r also implies a greater number of false

statements than Cr2. Wouldn't this "falsity con[ent" also be re]evant

for cletelmining the approximal"ion to truth? Popper's point of

view was that both types of content should be taken into account,

so that the degree of approximation to the tmth could be meas-

ured by the difference between truth content and falsity conten['

By 1973, however, it became clear that Popper's cri[erion did not

work (see Niiniluoto (1987), pp. 183-92), opening the fielcl for

different proposed measures of "truthlikeness". Da Costa's pro-

posal should take these developments into account.

In Chapter IV (sections 1-4), da Costa returns to issues re-

lated to scientific development, claiming that the airn of the em-

pirical sciences is to attain partial truth. Recalling his scientific

pluralism (which will be further explored in S12), any sort of con-

ceptual system whatsoever may be constmcted and used in sci-

ence. The empirical consequences of such theories should then

be experimentally tes[ed, according to the hypothetico-deductive

method. If this comparison is successful, the partial tn-rth of the

theory is confirmed. Criteria for confirmation or disconfìrmation
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of hypotheses is ftrrnished by inductive logic (see $11). Once a

hypothesis is accepted, aftel having been shown to be capable of
saving the appearences, then it will be forevel partially tr-r.re! "A good
theory in A, adequately corroborated and resistent to quasi-

falsification, is, was, and will e lemally be partially trre in A" (p. 161).

Tlris is the core of cla Costa's cutnulatiue uiau of sci.entifi,c de-

ueloprnenl, which is opposcd [o the conceptions of Kuhn and also

of Popper. Conccrning Ifuhn, da Costa accepts the cxistence of
paradigm changes and scientific revolutions, but denies that theo-
ries rvithin different paradigms are incornmensurable (pp a3,

210).

Da Costa is also explicitely opposecl to the Popperian idea
that a theory may be falsified (and to the Carnapian notion of
conFlrmation). "There is no falsifìcation, simply because a good
theory is not properly falsified, but has, when necessary, its do-
main of application restricted" (p. 161; see also p. 199). \A4rat da
Costa seems to be opposed to in this passage is not the methodol-
ogy of attempting to falsi$r theories, but tl-re philosophical import
given to this proceclure. FIe urust admit that a theory tha[ has

been falsified is false, in the scnse of the correspondence the ory of
trrrth. His point is Lhat falsification amounts to a restriction of the
theorT's domain of application, so that the falsified theory re-
mains being pragmatically true and useful. In another passage, da
Costa criticizes Popper's me[hodology at a "psychological" Ievcl,
because it does not express the actual concerns of scientisls, "wlìo
don't pursue theo¡ies to prove they are false, but to attempt to
prove theyare tLue" (p.51; see also Béziau's preface, p.72). Such
a criticism wouldn't worry Popper, since his methodology is a
normative one (describing what scientists should do, not what
they actually do), but it does reveal a difference in emphasis. The
reviewer would say that da Costa ends up agreeing with the norms
of the Popperian methodology (see p. 170), especially in light of
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the critical attitude it brings forth (recall the dimensions of ra-

tionaliry in $3.3, to which we rvill return), bul l-ris emphasis is on

the "positive" attainment of partial truth (which is closer- to the

attitude of the naïve scientist) and not on the "negative" falsifica-

tion of theories or lestriction of clornains.

In $3 we n'ren[ioned the four dimensions that characterize

the rationality of science, according to Chapter I of da Costa's

book: concepts, deduction, incluction and cr-iticism' In Chaptel V

he relurns to tl-ris topic in more detail, but considers only the lat-

ter three climensions. He concludes this interesting discussion

(wlriclr rve will sura/ey in S 12) by proposing an aþþroximate crilsrion

of r)ernarcatioT¿ betwecrl science and non-science:

(Q An investigation is scientific if it strives for partial tmth raLion-

ally, that is, decluctively, inductirely, and critically (da Costa (1997),

p.204).

The author himseH recognizes that such a criterion is

vague, failing in certain borderline cases. One interesting aspect

of it is that it explicitly depends on the historical moment, since

what counts as deduction, induction and methodology depends

on the stage of scientific develoPment.

Returning to the problem of how science develops, rla

Costa consider-s the problem of the choice betrveen competing

theories. It is rational to pick the theory that is best confirmed, or

best corroborated, and for da Costa this should be translated into

lneasures of pragmatic probabilities, an essentially Bayesian ap-

proach. But what happens when two conpeting theories explain

the same arrrount of data relative to the same domain of knowl-

edge? The analysis of parrial truth and of pragmatic probabilities

is not sufhcient for establishing rvhich one is best' Other criteria

shoulcl come into play, according to the author, such as explana-
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tory power', heuristic power', and sirnplicity (p. 207). Norv rvhat do
these criteria mean, rvithin da Costa's structural approach? These

are considered þragrnatic critsri,a by the author (p. 208), but cloes

this mean that they canno[ be formalized within the semantical
approach? Surely not. The forrnalization of these additional crite-
ria for tl-reory choice remains as an open problem for the research

program that da Costa and his collaborators have inaugurated.

One last methodological issue emphasized by the author, in
Chapter V, section 6, concerns Duhem's realization that rvhat is

exper-imentally tested are not single hypotheses, but groups of
hypotheses. According to the theory of paltial truth, the falsifica-

tion of a precliction rnight force the elimination of one amor-ìg

many hypol,heses, or might arnounl to a restriction of the dotnain
of application of a partial structure t. It is interesting that cta

Costa does not accep[ Quine's version of the Duhem thesis, be-

cause of its implication that the system of science is one inte-

grated whole (p.zl.a). As we have seen, and we will return to this

point in the following sections, for da Costa science is composed

of families of more or less independent cognitive systems.

IO. THEORY OF KNOWLEDGE AND THE PRINCIPLES OF
SCIENCE

Sections 2-B and 17 (and notes I-III) of Chapter I survey the

standard definition of knowledge as 'Justified true belief': sorne-

orte knotus a sen[ence p if and only if he belieues in þ, þ is hue, and
the belief in þ is justifiecl. The author presents a simple logical
system which is intendecl to capture the formal dimension of such

a charactelization of knowleclge. This is done by defìning logical

operators of belief, justification, and truth (the latter in the sense

of the theory of correspondence) . The resulting system suffers

from the usual par-adoxes discr-rssed in tl-re 1960's by Gettier-,
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Clrislrolm, et al.,bttt it appears to be a good starting point for fur-
ther irnprovement. Da Costa does not use this episternic logic any-

rnihele else in the book, although he does refer to it occasionally.

Sections 10-14 consist of a discussion of the classif,rcation of
the areas of knowledge, especially the f'orrnal sciences and the
pure sciences. The next topic (sections 18-26) is a personal over-

vierv of five traditional problems of the theory of knowledge, as

formulated in Johannes Hessen's Edænntnistheorie (1926), widely
usecl in undergraduate classes at the Faculty of Philosophy, Let-
ters, and Human Sciences, Universily of São Paulo, whele da

Costa was hired in 1982, after leaving the Institute of Mathematics
and Statistics. Some of his views are dre following:

(i) Scientific knowledge "is possible", which amoltnts to a rejec-

tìon of skepticism and also of relativism.

(ii) Concernir-rg the "orìgin" of knowledge, the author- takes a

middle ground be[ween empiricism and rationalism, emphasizing

that the features of reality capruled by science are essenlially mathe-

matical.

(iii) The problem of the "nature" of knowledge involves fhe

debate behveen realism and idealism, and da Costa seerns to favor a
form of stn-rctural realism. His conception of scientific realism, ho'w-

ever, is not at all sophisticated, since he is first of all a logician (and a

logician of science) , and does not follow the contemporary literanre
in the philosophy of science (although some of his close collabora-

tors do).
(iv) Ihowleclge is basically rational, but there is a fundamental

place for inluilion (S3.4), although not of the type that concerned

German idealism, an "immediate, non-sensorial, material intuition",
(v) The problem of the "criterion" of tmth: in the formal sci-

ences, it is evidence, rvhile in the natural sciences it involves experi-
rnental rnethodology and inductive logic.
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The last palt of Chapter I concentrates on the logical uncler'

pinnings of scientific theories. Da Costa Proposes five general princi-

ples or norrns which define the aims of the natural sciences, four of
them based ou the tradilional problems of the theory of ktlowledge,

surnmar-ized in the pleceding paragraphs. Besides the principles of
(i) possibility, (ii) origin, (iii) natule, ancl (v) criterion, da Costa pre-

senLs his "principle of categories", expressing his plulalist approach to

knowledge: science is consürrcted and develops by means of diverce

and evolving systems of categories. Although one mus[ agree with the

author that such principles (perhaps with modifications) are neces-

sary to science, it is not clear that they are suffi.cient to characterize

scrence.

In Chapter V, section 5, da Costa presenls three additional

metaphysicat þostula,tes assumed in science, which are in fact postulates

of realism. The first is named rf.re Postulale of the External Workl' The

scientist postr-rlates the existence of a world external to himself and

independen¡ of him (ontological realism), to a large extent. Ihowl-

edge of tlris world is the aim of science. The second is the Postulate of

Pañiat Truth. By mear-ìs of the me thod of science, partial tntth, and

indirectly, tmth, can be attained (epistemological realism). The thir-d,

called the Postulate of Stfficient Reason, is not very well explained, but

seems to be saying that theoretical explar-rations have a counterpart in

reality, corresponding to efficient causes.

I T. PRAGMATIC PROBABILITY

Sections 7-12 of Chapter fV approach the problem of the

acceptance of a scientific theory by means of the development of
a system of inductive logic applicable to pragmatic truth'

By inrluctiue inference, da Costa means any form of useful

inference that is noI deduc[ive, that is not strictþ valid in a logical

system. Aftel explaining that the rules of inductive inference are
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non-monotonic, since the acquisition of uerv knowledge may ren-

der incorrect a previously correct indttction, da Costa summat'izes

six classical forms of induction: (i) incluction by sirnple enunìera-

tion; (ii) analogy; (iii) statistical inference; (iv) Bacon-Mill meth-

ods of elimination; (v) the hypothetico-deductive method; ancl

(vi) probabilistic inference. In the Appendix on inductivism (pp.

189-92), Otávio Bueno characterizes this conception as an "ex-

tended inductivisrn", since da Costa does not restrict the term to
the passage from individual slatements to universal ones (induc-

tion by simple enumeration), as is done by Popper. To understand

the incluion of the hypotheticodeducúve rnedrod rvithin this ex-

lended inductivisrn, consider that t-he acceptance of a hypothesis by

this rnethocl may be later revised when new knowledge is acquir-ecl,

contmr] to what happens in strj.ct deduction within a logical Ð.stem.
What is the degree of rational belief one should ascribe to

the truth of a sentence or theory? The measule of this rational

belief ts Lkre probability of the seutence, which can either be quali-

tative ("very probable", "probable", "improbable", "very improb-

able"), comparative ("less probable than", "equally probable as")

ol metric. Da Costa presents an axiomatization for each of these

types of probability, emphasizing of course ilre latter one, basecl

on Keyncs' orieinal axiomatization (1922), for which he derives

several theorems.
Norv what would be the probability of a scientific theory

such as general relativity? If such probability measures the degree

of rational belief in the truth by correspondence of tlne theory, then it
is practically zerot And this would be the case for all scientifrrc

theories we know (unless we have reasons to believe that one of
them has attained the "final tluth"). Da Costa's solution is to ap-

ply probability measures to the degree of rational belief in the

þartial truth of a sentence or theory. Formally, this is done simply

by adding the modal operator of possibility "0" to the sentences to
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which a probability is assigned. We would therefore assign a high
probability [o ilre statement that "general relativity is pragmati-

cally lrue", or to: "it is possible that general relativity is trre by

correspondence".

With this, da Costa replaces the def,inition of knowledge as

'Justified true belief' by "belief that is pragrnatically true and justi-

fied with high pragmatic probability". The airr of the empirical

sciences would be "to attain partial truth rvith pragmatic probabil-

iry 1" (p. 184).

1 2. INCOMPATIBILITIES IN THE EMPIRICAL SCIENCES

Chapter fV considers the empilical sciences, whose aim is,

according to the author, to attain partial truth or, when feasible,

strict trrrth. Sections 1-4 (part of which has been examined above)

argue that, in practice, scientists usually make use of different anrl

often incompatible theories, rvhich is characteristic of scientt'fic

þlurali.sm (S3.5). The revieiver would endorse the following quota-

tion presented by the author:

In facl, to leap from one theory to another is an impot-tanl
part of the art of the physicist. [...] Physical theories, on the
contrary, do not need [o be logically coherent; their uniry is
given by the fact that they describe one and the same reality.
(Ruelle, (1991), ch. 2.)

Da Costa's point is twofold

(1) Two mutually incompatible theories (at least one of which

cannot be strictly tme) are quite often used to describe a physical

domain;
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(2) A single theory which makes use of inconsistent state-

ments is also occasionally used (such a theory canno[ be st¡ictly

true , but only pragmaticallY).

The grand exarnple of this second cype is Bohr's theory of

thc one-electron a[om. Da Costa claims that this theory uses in-

compafible statements because it makes use of Newtotlian tne-

chanics and Maxwellian ele ctromagnetism, just like what happens

in plasma theory. The reviewer finds it strange to claim that these

theories are incompatible. It is true that the equations of Newto-

nian mecha¡ics are invar-iant uuder Galilea¡ transformations,

while those of electromagnetism are invariant under Lorentz

transformations, rvhich only converge for transformations to ref-

erence frames at low velocities. But it is possible to construct a

model of the micr-oscopic world which satisfies Newtonian me-

chanics and which leads to Maxwell's laws, namely Lorer-rtz's 1892

theory of the elecrron rvirh contraction of lengths which depend

on the velocity relative to the aether. The problem of the consis-

tency of classical mechanics and electromagnetism is not simple

and should be examined in greater detail. Anpr'ay, as da Costa also

points out, Bohr's atomic theory clear-ly uses incompatible statements

becarse it emplop, one the one hand, classical physics rvith conlinu-

ously varying quantities, and or-ì the other, the quantum postulate

with discontinuous quantities.

A third position seems to be defended by da Costa:

(3) Bohr's principle of complementality genetalized [o

epistemology, which claims that in certain clomains of knowledge

one of two inconsistent theories must be used, either one or the

other, but never both at the same time'

In order to formalize the use of inconsistent s[atements wirhin

a single theory (q?. 2), da Costa and his collaboratorc propose that

the underlying logic of such theoties be multideductive logic, lvhich

is a subclass of paraconsistent logics. Considering the use of different
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theories for a single domain (typ" 1), the author also refers to such
non-classical logics, concluding that "the logic of p$nics, as a whole,
is in fact paraconsistent" (p. 162). TLe reviewer tends to agr-ee with
the author on this issue (type 1), remembering however that the quo
tation is referring to the state of science, and not to the state of the
natural world.

In Chapter V, section 2, he returns to this topic, arguing
that all the conceptual systems composing science cannot be uni-
fied by classical logic, i.e. there is no "theoretical monism" based

on classical logic. This is stated more as a practical limitation, and
should not be understood as a claim that reality is not in principle
amenable to classical logic and to the correspondence theory of
truth.

At this point da Costa introduces a fourth thesis in favor of
scientific pluralism:

(4) Certain domains of reality cannot be described by clas-

sical logic, the best known example being quantum mechanics,
whose underlying logic is non-distributive. "'We believe that maybe
it is not possible to give quantum mechanics a foundation without
a change of logic" (p. 202).

The revierver disagrees with this last claim. The conclusion
that the logic underþing quantum physics is non-distributive de-
pends on the adoption of certain interpretative assumptions.
Other interpretations might be chosen that do not lead to this
conclusion (although every interpretation has its own "conceptual
anomalies"), as I will illustrate in the following section.

13. LOGIC AND PITYSICS

In Chapter V, da Costa presents two signifìcant results in
the foundations of physics, the first of which exemplifies the use-

fulness of axiomatization for physics. We will also make a brief
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corrment on quasi-sets, and then consider in greater detail a
fourth example of the connection between logic and physics,

rvhich involves quantum logic.
The first result was obtained in 1991 by da Costa himself, in

collaboration with Francisco Dória. This result is arguably da

Costa's most important result since his pioneering work in para-

consistent logic. Using an axiotna[ization of classical mechanics,

they proved that there is no algorithmic method (applicable to

every system) to decide whether- a system of diferential equations

is chaotic or not. Th.is constitutes an extension of Gödel's incom-

pleteness theorern to physical theories, where the undecidable

propositions have physical content,
The second result described in Chaptel V involves the Sit-

nikov-Alekseev theorem in celestial mechanics. This theorem,

discussed by Moser (1973), describes the possible trajectories of a
very simple three-body system in classical mechanics. Each trajec-

tory may be described by an ordered set of integers, each succes-

sive inleger measuring the time it takes for a test body of negligi-

ble mass to pass successively through the center of mass of the two

largcr bodies. The surprising result is that above a certain order of
the succession of integers, ¿7¿) sequence of integers describes a

possible tr4jectory.
This is the content of the Sitnikov-Alekseev theorem. Da

Costa goes a step further. S\nce an1 sequence describes a possible

trajectory (defined by the initial condidons of the test particle),
tlren also a random seqlrence describes a trajectory. Now the the-

ory of algorithmic complexity (developed independently by

Solomonoff, I(olmogorov, and Chaitin) defines a randorn se-

quence as that for which there is no algorithur for generating it
which is smaller in size (defined in informational terms, see

Chaitin (19?5)) than the sequence itself. So da Costa concludes
thal there are certain inirial conditions for which:
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Prediction is mathematically impossible: a typical deterministic
system (classical mechanics is deterministic) generates Lrnpre-
dictable phenomena, Thus, determinism does not imply pre-
dictability.
[...] Chaos theory in dynamical systems shows that prediction is
sometimes impossible in practice. The result we have just dis-
cussed, on the other hand, shows that the impossibility of pre-
diction also takes place for reasons of theoretical order, (Da
cosra (1997), p. 221.)

The reviewer does not agree with the author's conclusion.
Given the equation of motion describing the system and the ini-
tial conditions, any trajectory can in principle be calculated, even

those corresponding to random sequences (in the sense of algo-

rithmic complexity theory). In this case, what happens is that the
algorithmic complexity for calculating the sequence is greater
than the complexity of the sequence itself, but there is nothing in
principle preventing the scientist from performing the laborious
calculaúons, One should not confi;se the algorithmic definition of
randomness with the criterion used in physics, which is associated to
the phpical process of generation of tkre sequence.

A third application of logic to physics is the idea of quasi-

sets, developed by da Costa's former student Décio Krause. The
physical motivation for this theory is the description of elemen-
tary particles in quantum mechanics. Even when two particles
having the same properties (mass, charge, spin, etc.) are indistin-
guishable (sharing for example the same position at the same

time), they nevertheless are not "identical", since we still ttave two

particles. Thus, Leibniz's principle of the identity of indis-
cernibles is allegedly violated. Krause's idea was to devise a version
of set theory in which this violation also takes place, and then use

it as a foundation for quantum mechanics. Such a theory has been

called "quasi-set tJreory'', and the associated logic is non-reflexive

(recall $4.iu).
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The problem of indistinguishable particles is a complex of
problerns involving many concepLs stardng wilh the letter "i": int"rinsic

identity, identity of properties, indislinguishability, individuality, in-

terference lerms, etc. I have yet to see a definiúve philosophical le-

view of such complex of problems in the literature, and can safely say

that I am utterly confused with regard to these problems. The motiva-

tions and quotafions presented by da Costa (pp. 88-9, 120) and by

I(rause, in his elegant appendix (p.62-5), also convey a certain

amount of confusion on this issue. This, however, does not remove

the great interest that their rvork on quasi-sets has for the foundations

of quantum mechanics.

The fourth topic to be examined involves the notion of
"underþing logic" which we have previously encounterecl ($3.6,

l1.ia).In fact, in the preface to O Conhecimento CirnlíJtco,Jean-Yves

Béziau refers to three "pragmatic prìnciples of reason" which da

Costa presented in a previons book (da Costa (1980) ). (1) Slstematiza-

tion Pnnciþle Reason is always expressed by means of a logic. (2) Unic-

ity Princþle In a given context, the underþing logic is unique. (3)

Adequacy Princþlø. The logic underlying a given context must be the

one that best adaps to it.

These are the principles justi$ing the claim that the do-

main of quantum physics is ruled by non-classical logic,

[\AIe are led to believe that] in the domain fof rhe mechanics
of quanta] the standard logical norms are defeated. [...]
[...] we think that maybe it is not possible [o lay the founda-
tions of quantLrm mechanics without a change of logic. (Da
Costa (1997), pp. 20r-2.)

This is a widespread claim, especially among logicians, but
it should be pointed out that such a conclusion derives from a

specific interpretation of quantum mechanics. It is quite easy to

interpret quantum theory without abandoning classical logic. One
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way is to conceive the wave function as a wave in a higher-
dimension configuration space. One may then either suppose

that such a wave is subject to non-local collapses that accompany

measurements (a wave interpretation) or that there is a particle
associated with such a non-local "pilot-wave" (the de Broglie-

Bohm dualist view) . These views indeed lead to strange pictures of
the world, but nonetheless this is done within the framework of
classical logic.

Da Costa presents a short argument in favor of the view that
the underlying logic of the microscopic realm is non-distributive
(similar for instance to the one in Hughes, (1981) ).

The spin of electrons [or, rather, neutra] atoms] is always

measured along a direction. On the other hand, in virtue of
Heisenberg's indeterminacy principle, one cannot simul-
taneously measure the spin in two different directions. [...]
[1] [Letus suppose] that the spin is polarized along the xaxis,
possessing value +Vz (which is easy to obtain experimentally) .

Thus, the proposition (cr): "The beam has spin +% in the x di-
rection" is trre.
[2] On the other hand, the propositions (p) "The beam has

spin +% in the 1 direction" and (y) "The beam has spin -/z in
the 1 direction", where x*1, are such that pv y evidently is true.

[3] Therefore, so is ct ¡ (0v y).

[4] Applying the distributive larv cr ¡ (Þ v y) e+ ( (a r' p) v (ct r.

y)), one finds thal (a n 9) v (o,^. y) is also valid.

[5] However, sir.rce r#1, it follows by Heisenberg's principle
¡hat this last proposition must be false or not make sense.

[6] We are led to the conclusion that the distributive law is not
valid in the quantum rvorld, since the other assumPtions usecl

are apparently harmless. (Da Costa (1997), pp. 201-2.)

What is not explicit in this argument are the interpretative
assumptions that are adopted. In step [2], everyone aglees that a

measurement of the spin component will yield either the values

+Vz or -Vz. But to infer from this that the ua,lue possessed by the
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particle right before the measurement is either +Vz or -% (as is

done in propositions B and y) involves an additional hypothesis,

which is usually called the "assumption of faithful measurements".

A wave interpretation rejects this assumption, because it conceives

the quantum object as an extended wave, which in general does

not possess well-defined values for position ol spin before a meas-

urement. According to the wave interpretation, proposition p is
false and y is false, so it is no[ the case that "Þ t, y evidently is

tl.Le",

On the other hand, the class of interpretations that might
be called "corpuscular" tends to accept the assumption of faithful
measurements. This is the case for instance of the "ensemble in-

terpretation" proposed by Ballentine (for a discussion of all these

assumptions and interpretations, see Pessoa (1998)). Curiously

enough, this view also believes that a single particle possesses si-

multaneously well-defined values for the spin components in both
xand y directions, so that the proposition (a n p) mightbe true.

The uncertainty principle would be a statistical limitation, reflect-

ing the impossibility of preparing identical microscopic states,

and not an ontological limitation on possessed values. So a pro-
ponent of the ensemble interpretation would rejecl step [5J,
while the wave interpretation would accept it.

The upshot is that the use of quantum logic to describe the

world is consistent but is different from the other interpretations
of quantum theory, in that it accepts the assumption of faithful
measurements (step [2]) and the ontological version of lhe un-
certainty principle (step [5] ), while rejecting the distributive law

(step [4]).
This conclusion is a far cry from the claim that "it is not

possible to lay the foundations of quantum mechanics without a

change of logic". There is no reason for us to conclude that the
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unique underlying logic of the microscopic world is non-

distributive.

14. CONCLUSION

The central theme of the book is da Costa's theory of par-

tial or pragmatic tn¡th. The more qualitative descriptions of
pragmatic truth are quite reasonable, the noteworthy feature be-

ing the coexistence of a pragmatic theory of trrth with a corre-

spondence conception of truth for obsenrational statements. An-

other well-made point is the author's arguments in favor of the

plurality of science.

What has not yet convinced the reviewer is the adequacy,

for actual science, of the logical description of pragmatic truth in
terms of partial structures. The logical description is rigorous,

elegant and interesting, but such abstract theoretical description

of science is very hard to test ais-à-uis the history of science. Much

work has to be done to compare da Costa's logical theory of sci-

ence with the actual structure(s) of science.

In the reviewer's opinion, where the author's theory of
pragmatic truth is most wanting is in its pragmatic side. Since the

book is a description of scientific knowledge, then (contrary to

the author's opinion) his metatheory is supposed [o "save the

appearances" with regard to science, in such a way that his

metatheory. should also be subject to the labels "pragmatically

true" or "false". The semantical approach to scientific theories

and the theory of partial truth should be corrected and perfected

while comparison with the actual history of science takes place

(for an initial step in such comparison, see French & Ladyman,

(1ee7) ).
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